
CJ NOTICE 0604-2
REVISED

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Administration of Criminal Justice

Will meet at:  9:00 A.M. Date:  June 4, 2003

Location:  Committee Room 6

Remarks:

HCR 150 GUILLORY INDIAN AFFAIRS:   Recognizes the Atakapas-Ishak
Indian Tribe of Southwest  Louisiana as an Indian tribe of
Louisiana 

HB 1914 HUTTER GAMBLING:   Defines amusement devices 

HB 1984 G SMITH CRIME/HOMICIDE:   Provides with respect to first
degree murder 

HB 1985 MONTGOMERY (TBA) GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER:   Clarifies legislative intent
by defining revenues "received by  the established owner"
for purposes of calculating amount to be  used for purse
supplements  (Subject to Rule Suspension)

SB 71 DUPRE DWI:   Provides for penalties for a driver who refuses to
submit to a  chemical test after his involvement in a fatal
crash or a crash  resulting in serious injury which involves
alcohol. 

SB 72 DUPRE DWI:   Prohibits mail order purchasing of an ignition
interlock device  required as a condition of probation for
a DWI offense. 

SB 143 DUPRE DWI:   Increases penalties relative to first or second
offense driving  while intoxicated when the offender has
a BAC of 0.20 or more  and prohibits a restricted driver's
license under certain  circumstances. 

SB 178 DUPRE CRIME/PUNISHMENT:   Increases the penalties for the
crime of reckless operation of  a vehicle. 

SB 179 DUPRE MOTOR VEHICLES:   Creates the offense of aggressive
driving and provides for a  responsive verdict of
aggressive driving to reckless operation  of a motor
vehicle. 

SB 320 CHAISSON DWI:   Changes certain circumstances regarding DWI
from being elements  of the crime to affirmative defense
if the circumstances is  lacking. (09-30-03) 

SB 405 CHAISSON DWI:   Increases penalties for 3rd and 4th offense of
DWI, changes  mandated suspension of sentence for such
offense to an option  of the court, and authorizes the court
to impose immediate  sanctions on offenders during home
incarceration. (9/30/03) 

SB 406 CHAISSON CRIME/PUNISHMENT:   Changes certain circumstances
regarding vehicular homicide,  vehicular negligent injuring,
and first degree vehicular injury  from being elements of
the crime to affirmative defenses if the  circumstance is
lacking. (9/30/03) 



SB 439 MOUNT DWI:   Requires impoundment of an offender's motor
vehicle after an  arrest for operating a vehicle while
intoxicated. 

SB 767 CHAISSON CRIME/PUNISHMENT:   Creates the crime of unlawful
refusal to submit to chemical  tests to determine blood
alcohol content after refusal to submit  on two previous
and separate occasions. 

SB 919 MALONE GAMING:   Authorizes the state to enter into Indian
gaming compacts with  up to seven year terms and
provides a process for compact  negotiation and approval.

SB 1057 LENTINI CRIMINAL PROCEDURE:   Provides for the protection
of prosecution witnesses from  retaliatory action. 

________________________________________
 DANIEL R. MARTINY

Chairman
 


